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Wrike Analyze

Teams need deep visibility into project progress and 

performance to ensure the best results. But not all 

reports have the power to give you adequate insight, 

and not all teams have access to separate business 

intelligence (BI) tools. Wrike Analyze enables teams 

to run advanced analytics to get the specific insight 

they need to perform their best.

Move beyond the limitations of basic reports
and gain greater insight into work

Advanced Reports and Analytics

Greater visibility

Business intelligence

The reports you need

Lack of visibility can hurt your team and push projects over time and over budget. With Wrike

Analyze you can better visualize project progress as well as team and project performance

by creating advanced analytics dashboards. Get greater insight into bottlenecks and respond

more quickly to issues that could derail projects.

Get the power of advanced reporting and analytics without needing to have access to a separate 

BI tool. Develop powerful business intelligence right in Wrike, without having to export data and 

run and manage reports elsewhere. Transform data to get a unique perspective on work and better 

make strategic business decisions.

Limitations to what you can do with reports can keep you from the insight your team needs to be 

successful. Ensure your team gets the insight it needs by building highly customized advanced 

reports that align with your unique use cases. Choose from a diverse set of graphical ways to best 

convey results, regardless of audience.
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Wrike Analyze: Bringing business intelligence into Wrike

•   Choose from more than 15 different ways to visually rep-

resent your data to ensure results are shown in the most 

meaningful and digestible way.

•   Use familiar visuals like pie, column, and bar charts or 

explore more expressive ways to envision information like 

calendar heatmaps, gauges, polar charts, or funnels.

•   Tailor visuals to your audience and configure coloration 

to dynamically change based on the specific conditions 

you indicate.

•   Build dedicated dashboards just for advanced reporting 

– separate from Wrike’s “operational” dashboards – and 

include as many analytical widgets as you’d like.

•   Interact with widgets to dynamically update the entire 

dashboard or drill down to see the Wrike data they’re 

reporting on.

•   Share analytics dashboards by selecting users or groups and 

giving them variable levels of access including customized 

access roles for Enterprise plans.

•   Choose a report template to quickly build an entire analyt-

ics dashboard or create exactly what you need from scratch.

•   Apply data filters based on project, folder, timelog, and task 

attributes – including custom fields – and filter individual 

widgets or entire dashboards.

•   Write formulas and use functions for advanced filtering 

and to transform data by creating calculations as you build 

dashboards.

Want to get greater visibility into project progress as well as team and project performance? Looking to run advanced reports and 

analytics on Wrike data? Visit wrike.com/add-on-wrike-analyze/ or speak to your Account Manager to try Wrike Analyze today!

Exceptionally visual

Dedicated analytics dashboards

Customized reporting
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